Movement sway: changes in postural sway during voluntary shifts of the center of pressure.
We introduce a method for quantification of movement sway--spontaneous migrations of the center of pressure (COP) during its voluntary shifts. Subjects stood on a force platform or on a board with a narrow support surface ("unstable board") and performed voluntary cyclic shifts of the COP at different frequencies. Movement sway was typically higher than postural sway; sway in the mediolateral direction was particularly increased. Movement sway showed a drop with the frequency of voluntary COP shifts. During standing on the unstable board, postural sway increased while movement sway decreased. The effects of task parameters were stronger on the sway component in the direction of the voluntary COP shift than in the orthogonal direction. We interpret changes in movement sway with task parameters as partly resulting from modulation of the search function of sway during voluntary COP shifts.